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ABSTRACT

An attempt has been made to study the combustion and emission characteristics of ultra-low diesel fuel for high speed direct injection (HSDI) diesel engine at different fuel injection timings (-12, -9, -6, -3, 0) ATDC. The fuel injection pressure was 800 bar and at high load (80Nm=5BMAP), low load (40Nm=2.5BMAP), With constant engine speed (1500rpm). In-cylinder pressure was measured and then analyzes this pressure using LABVIWE program and calculation program in MATLAB software to extract the apparent heat release rate, the ignition delay, combustion duration and the amount of heat released during the premixed and diffusion combustion phases. The influence of injection timing on the exhaust emissions such as carbon monoxide (CO), total hydrocarbons (THCs), nitric oxides (NOx), smoke number (SN) and fuel consumption were also investigated.

A result referring to that the retardation of the injection timing lead to increase the ignition delay and therefore the premixed burn fraction which plays a key role in the combustion and emission characteristics. this leads to change combustion mode to low temperature combustion at late injection timing.
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INTRODUCTION

The concern surrounding NOx emissions in particular comes as a result of the role that they play in the formation of acid rain, ground-level ozone (a component of photochemical smog) and other air toxicity concerns [1,2]. The term ‘NOx’ encompasses all oxides of nitrogen, but engine-out NOx emissions are comprised in the largest part of NO, and the remainder is almost all NO2, with only trace quantities of other molecules such as N2O being emitted[3]. The formation of NOx occurs through several main mechanisms. In a diesel engine, the extended Zeldovich or thermal mechanism is generally considered to be dominant [4]. The thermal mechanism is a temperature dependent process; formation rates become increasingly significant past approximately 1800 K, but beneath that, they are relatively low [5,6] As well as being influenced by temperature changes, thermal NOx is dependent upon mixture stoichiometry and high-temperature residence times[7]. Although thermal NOx formation is slow, formation rates can be increased by superequilibrium concentrations of the requisite radicals (as can be found in flame-fronts) and other faster acting NOx formation mechanisms. Among these, the prompt NO route is most important, whereby NOx is produced via hydrocarbon free radicals, primarily CH [8-11].

Soot is formed in the presence of a rich combustion where fuel pyrolysis, the process of hydrocarbon chain decomposition at elevated temperatures in the absence of oxygen, is likely to take place [12]; while, lubricating oil on the cylinder walls is also reported as a contributing factor [13]. Although the majority of the soot produced is oxidized during the combustion process, it remains the prime contaminant produced by diesel engines.

Soot formation has been extensively investigated with regard to combustion characteristics [14-18] and application of alternative fuels [19-21].

Recent studies on soot formation involved detailed analysis of the effect of alternative fuels [22-27], fuel injector nozzle design [28], fuel injection pressure [29,30], injection strategy [35,36], and Exhaust Gas Recirculation (EGR) [37-39]. Modifications of engine operating parameters through the application of the aforementioned techniques resulted in significant reduction in soot emission. The effect of injection timing on diesel combustion efficiency and the soot-NOx tradeoff is well established [31-34]. Injection timing is referenced with respect to TDC where injections before and after this reference are referred to as being advanced and retarded respectively.

The main focus of this work was to investigate the effects of fuel injection timing to understand the combustion and emission characteristics of ultra-low sulfur diesel fuel in a high speed direct injection diesel engine HSDI and that use of the modern fuel injection system type common rail injection system.

METHODOLGY

Experimental setup and test conditions

Experiments were carried out in a 2.0 lit, 4 cylinders, 16 valves, and compression ratio 18.2, direct injection Ford’s Duratorq (Puma) Euro3 diesel engine. The engine was supplied by Ford as a prototype production unit which powered Ford Transits.
and Mondeo cars. The engine is fully instrumented and coupled to a Schenck eddy current dynamometer. The schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Figure (1) and a photograph of the engine shown in the appendix A.

![Figure (1). The schematic of experimental setup](image)

In this investigation the engine was operated under naturally aspirated mode. The engine is fully instrumented, which enables the measurement of in-cylinder pressure and exhaust gas emissions under steady-state engine operating conditions. The in-cylinder pressures were measured using a Kistler pressure transducer fitted into the first cylinder of the engine, a photograph of the pressure transducer shown in the appendix B. The signal from pressure transducer was amplified by the charge amplifier and then recorded by the Lab View software in conjunction with the shaft encoder. In-cylinder pressure data were collected over 100 engine cycles per measurement, and the measurement was repeated 5 times for each point in the experimental matrix. The in-cylinder pressure data was averaged from 100 cycles. Output from the Lab VIEW program are showed in Figure (2).

A common rail fuel injection system with six holes injector of 0.154 mm in diameter each, and a spray-hole angle of 154 degree was used in this investigation. The influence of injection timing has been tested. The Gredi software allowed the control and change of these parameters by programming the Electronic Control Unit ECU in real time. Injection timing could be directly controlled through the software. The gaseous exhaust emissions were acquired using a Horiba-Mexa 7170DEGR gas analyser. A non-dispersive infrared method has been used for measuring the CO and CO2 emissions. The NOx emissions have been measured using chemiluminescence technique whereas the total unburnt hydrocarbons (THC) were measured using the flame ionization detection technique, Figure 3 show sample of these measurements and a photograph of the Horiba-Mexa 7170DEGR gas analyser shown in the appendix C.

Emissions data were recorded over 180 s intervals, twice for each point in the experimental matrix. Again, this process was repeated for confirmatory purposes.
The engine exhaust smoke emissions were measured using the AVL – 415 smoke meter while the diesel fuel consumption was measured using an AVL fuel consumption meter, which is based on gravimetric measurement principle.

Measurements were carried out using the standard ultra-low sulfur diesel fuel. Table (1) provides an overview of all tested engine operating conditions. The load and speed conditions have been chosen to represent the commonly used operating condition for the stationary driving cycle for automotive diesel engines.

**Table (1) Experiment matrix**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Load</th>
<th>Injection pressure bar</th>
<th>Engine speed rpm</th>
<th>Injection timing (ATDC)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>40 N.m = 2.5 bar (BMEP)</td>
<td>2.5 bar</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80 N.m = 5 bar (BMEP)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>-12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure (2) LabVIEW program screen**
After start-up, the engine was allowed to warm up until hydrocarbon emissions (the slowest pollutant to stabilize) had settled to an apparent steady state; this typically took around 90 min under an 80 Nm load. At each operational condition data collection was postponed until all emissions had reached apparent consistency when viewed over 180 s duration.

**Data Analysis**

Raw data collected using LabView was loaded into MATLAB and batch processed to retrieve the pertinent information. In-cylinder pressure was processed to extract relevant data - peak pressure, angle of peak pressure, angle between start of combustion (SOC) and peak pressure - and to calculate apparent heat release rate (AHRR) data using the traditional first law heat release model (19) without any modeling of heat transfer or crevice effects, and using an assumed constant specific heat ratio of 1.35. This is a very basic approach, but it is held to be sufficient for the purposes of comparison.

Approximations of $C_p/C_v$ were made from the logarithm of pressure versus logarithm of volume charts in order to ensure that a constant value would represent fuel equally well. The calculated ratios of specific heats were found to be essentially consistent for ULSD under varying conditions, and so an assumed value of 1.35 was found to be adequate.

The definitions on which calculations of AHRR related parameters were based are illustrated in Figure (4) and explained in the accompanying text. Each 100 cycle pressure data set was used to generate a single average pressure trace, in order to reduce noise while maintaining the essential characteristics of combustion. It should also be noted that although pressure data was only logged by the data acquisition system once per crank angle degree, all values were interpolated to one decimal place.
by the MATLAB code. All heat release parameters were calculated from the AHRR curve without filtering or averaging, except for the end of combustion, which was defined on the basis of the moving average of AHRR in order to improve consistency, and the end of premixed burn, which was calculated from the second derivative of AHRR. The following is a definition of the combustion characteristics in the fig.(4)

1. Start of injection (SOI) was defined from the commanded SOI set within the engine management software. Any potential difference between commanded and actual SOI, due to solenoid delay for instance, should be consistent between measurements, since engine speed was held constant.

2. Ignition delay (ID) was defined as the difference between commanded SOI and calculated SOC.

3. Start of combustion (SOC) was defined as the point at which the AHRR curve crossed the x axis; that is, the heat release rate became positive.

4. Premixed burn fraction (PMBF) was defined as the integral of the AHRR curve between SOC and EOPMB, divided by the integral of the AHRR curve between SOC and EOC.

5. End of premixed burn (EOPMB) was defined as the first point at which the second differential of heat release rate reached a local maximum following the global minimum. Under most conditions, this approximately corresponds to the position at which the AHRR reaches a first local minimum following the global maximum, but the second differential was used instead because under low loads there local minimum in the AHRR curve is not always clear, as can be seen in Figure 4.

6. End of combustion (EOC) was defined as the first point at which the moving average of heat release rate dropped below zero. A moving average was used to minimize problems due to noise, while still being representative of the general tendencies of the data.

Other values calculated from the in-cylinder pressure data including total apparent heat release, peak AHRR, PMBF, 10–90% burn fraction intervals, duration of partial burn fraction intervals, and average burn rates through partial intervals. Emissions data were averaged over the 180 s durations recorded.

Figure (4). Labeled plot of heat release and the derivatives used to calculate combustion criteria
Results and Discussions

Combustion characteristics

Figure 5 shows the variations of the in-cylinder pressure with crank angle at high load (80 N.m = 5 bar BMEP) with variation of injection timing, we can clearly note that the value of the maximum pressure drop with the approach of injection timing to TDC, we also note the shift in the combustion phase and its corresponding pressure peaks.

Table (2) Shows the values of pressure peaks and its locations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Injection timing (ATDC)</th>
<th>Pressure peak (bar)</th>
<th>Location (ATDC)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-12</td>
<td>79.0919</td>
<td>1.875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-9</td>
<td>75.7299</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-6</td>
<td>71.628</td>
<td>4.625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-3</td>
<td>67.8425</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>63.3401</td>
<td>11.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table (2) In-cylinder pressure peaks & its locations at high load.
The late injection of fuel in the compression stroke or even at TDC leads to a lower pressure peak due to the occurrence of combustion in the expansion stroke. The pressure curve at injection timing (-3, 0) fall after TDC then begins to rise as a result of late combustion. The same events occurs at the low load (40 N.m = 2.5 bar BMEP) fig.(6). Values of peak pressure and their locations are tabulated in table (3).
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Table (3) In-cylinder pressure peaks & its locations at low load

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Injection timing (ATDC)</th>
<th>Pressure peak (bar)</th>
<th>Location (ATDC)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-12</td>
<td>70.2232</td>
<td>-0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-9</td>
<td>68.0373</td>
<td>2.125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-6</td>
<td>65.1732</td>
<td>4.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-3</td>
<td>60.9393</td>
<td>7.625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>52.8173</td>
<td>12.375</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure (7) shows the effect of injection timing on the value of the pressure peaks at high load and low load (5 & 2.5 bar BMEP), it shows clearly the decreasing of pressure peaks values when injection timing approaching to TDC also shows the obvious difference of pressure peaks values at high and low loads. Effect of injection timing on heat released rate at low load is shown in Figure (8), it is noticeable that the retardation of the injection timing causes a reduction in the heat release rate and the combustion phase is shifted towards the expansion stroke.
Although increasing premixed burn fraction at injection timing (6- ATDC) then (-3 ATDC) and (0 ATDC) as shown in the figure (14), which results from increase of delay ignition as shown in the figure (11), but also that, low temperature at late injection leads to decrease the heat released rate. At high load heat release rate decreases at injection timing (-12,-9,-6) but increase at (-3,0) as shown in fig (9), This may be due to increase the ignition delay and therefore the premixed burn fraction is larger at late injection conditions this is clear in figures (11) and (14), This might be happening due to the increase of combustion temperature at high load.

Figure (9) shows the difference between heat released rate peak at high and low load. It is observed that AHRR peak at high load is higher than that at low load in all injection timings. This may be because operation temperatures are higher at high load. Vaporization of fuel will occur more readily than at lower temperatures, reducing the physical component of ID time[13,40,41]. Therefore, it is probable that the observed reduction in ID at higher load is related to the impact of temperature change upon the physiochemical properties of fuel (its higher viscosity, density, heat capacity, and surface tension, reduced vapor pressure, etc.), which make the fuel generally more resistant to vaporization as shown in figure (11). Figure (12) shows the plot of combustion duration (DOC) with injection timing, the overall DOC was calculated as the difference in the CAD between the EOC and the SOC. The end of combustion (EOC) was determined by considering 90% value of the normalised cumulative heat release rate and it is defined in terms of CAD.
The overall DOC is the sum of premixed and diffusion combustion durations. Within this sum, the change in the premixed DOC remained almost short, therefore the overall DOC inherits the trend of diffusion combustion duration for all cases as shown in fig. (13).
It is noticeable that duration of combustion for high load longer than duration of combustion for low load. In order to understand this, Figure (13) provides information about the duration of combustion in the premixed phase as well as in the diffusion phase. The premixed and diffusion combustion duration are distinguished using the second differential of the heat release rate. There is a significant difference between diffusion combustion duration at high load and diffusion combustion duration at low load can be observed, while there are no noticeable differences between the premixed combustion duration at high load and premixed combustion duration at low load.

Despite shorter premixed burn duration, the magnitude of heat that is released during this phase (mass burn fraction) is higher compared to the magnitude of heat that is released in the diffusion phase, fig. (14). As a result of the complete combustion resulting from combustion of premixed fuel–air mixture.

![Figure (14) effect of injection timing on premixed and diffusion burn fraction](image)

It is noticeable that the retardation of the injection timing increase the heat released in premixed phase due to the increase of ignition delay and good mixing of mixture.

The Brake Specific Fuel Consumption (BSFC) for different injection timings are shown in fig. (15). The increase in BSFC at low load is a result of the incomplete combustion of fuel, Therefore, the engine running at low load is considered uneconomic, Effect of injection timing on fuel consumption was limited.
Emission characteristics

Figures (16,17,18,19) show the variation of the nitrogen oxides emissions (NOx), the smoke number (SN), the carbon monoxide emissions (CO) and the total unburnt hydrocarbons emissions (THC) with injection timing. In fig.(16) emissions characteristics of NOx for different injection timing are shown, the retarded injection timing significantly reduces the NOx emissions because of the low in-cylinder temperature resulting from the shift of the combustion into the expansion stroke. As the difference of NOx emissions between high and low-load due to the difference of temperature in combustion chamber. The NOx formation during combustion mainly depends on the Zeldowich mechanism where formation reactions are more intensive in a high temperature environment leading to higher NOx emissions. The highest cylinder temperature occurs during the premixed combustion phase where the formation of NOx is dominant.

Figure (15) Effect of injection timing on The Brake Specific Fuel on sumption (BSFC) under high and low load

Figure (16) Effect of injection timing on NOx emissions under high and low load

Figure (17) Effect of injection timing on smoke number under high and low load
Fig. (17) Shows the measured smoke number at different injection timings. We can clearly note the huge difference in soot emissions between high load and low-load for all timings, This difference results from the large difference in the amount of diffusion combustion (diffusion burn fraction) between high and low-load, as shown in Figure(14). The heat release rate analyses are helpful in understanding NOx and soot emissions variations for different conditions. A lower magnitude of heat released in the premixed phase, may lead to lower NOx emissions. On the other hand, longer duration of the diffusion combustion phase leads to higher soot emissions. Furthermore, retarding the injection timing produces more heat in the premixed phase as shown in fig.(14), thus it can be suggested that soot emissions could be lower at late fuel injection timing as shown in fig (18). Late injection led to dramatic change in the mode of combustion as compared with conventional diesel combustion, where late injection lead to semi low temperature combustion (LTC) at high load and to completely low temperature combustion (LTC) at low load where both soot and NOx emissions tend to reduced simultaneously.

Fig.(18) shows the variation of (CO) emissions at different fuel injection timings. The effect of the retarded injection timing at low load causes higher increase of (CO) emissions. As mentioned above, (CO) emissions are formed as a result of incomplete combustion, mainly due to the combustion taking place at low temperature in the expansion stroke. Moreover, the spray-wall impingement could be much greater for the injection of fuel at TDC.

This effect was not clear at high load due to the high temperature of the combustion chamber at different conditions.
The effect of fuel injection timings on (THC) emissions shown in fig (19), HC emissions are the result of incomplete combustion in which some hydrocarbons are not fully oxidized. In this respect, HC emissions are closely linked to CO emissions since they are both caused by low quality combustion. The noted difference between the THC emitted at high load and low load is obviously due to better combustion at high load caused by increase in the temperature. As injection advances THC emission is increased which could be a result of lower charge density at the time of injection which leads to increased spray penetration and ultimately sprays wall impingement, referred to as wall wetting. This is responsible for the increase in the level of unburned fuel. THC emission can also increase due to the presence of very lean mixture caused by over-mixing due to the longer ignition delay period.

CONCLUSIONS
1- The retardation of the injection timing leads to increase the ignition delay and therefore the premixed burn fraction is larger at late injection conditions, and this explains the characteristics of combustion and emissions at late injection.
2- When running the engine at high load, increase the premixed burn fraction leads to increase the rate of heat released at late injections.
3- Increase premixed burn fraction lead to increase in temperature and thus increasing NOx emissions and reducing soot emissions.
4- The diffusion burn fraction at high load is higher than that at low load, which leads to significant increase of soot emissions compared to those at low load.
5- Late injection can causes to change the combustion mode to semi low temperature combustion (LTC) at high load and to completely low temperature combustion (LTC) at low load where both soot and NOx emissions tend to reduced simultaneously.
6- (CO) and (THC) emissions are formed as a result of incomplete combustion, mainly due to the combustion taking place at low temperature in the expansion stroke.
7- THC emissions can be increase at advanced injection timing due to lower charge density and also increases due to the presence of very lean mixture caused by over-mixing due to the longer ignition delay period.
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 NOMENCLATURE
AHRR  Apparent heat release rate
ATDC  After top dead centre
BMEP  Brake mean effective pressure
CI  Compression ignition
CO  Carbon monoxide
CO₂  Carbon dioxide
Cp  Specific heat at constant pressure
Cv  Specific heat at constant volume
DBF  Diffusion burn fraction
EGR  Exhaust Gas Recirculation
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EOC  End of combustion
EOPMB  End of premixed burn
HSDI  High speed direct injection
ID  Ignition delay
NO  Nitrogen monoxide
NO₂  Nitrogen dioxide
NOx  Nitric oxides
PM  Particulate matter
PMBF  Premixed burn fraction
SOC  Start of combustion
SOI  Start of injection
SN  Smoke number
THCs  Total hydrocarbons
ULSD  Ultra-low sulfur diesel fuel
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Appendix A

A photograph of the engine and smoke meter

Appendix B

Kistler 6125A pressure transducer
Appendix C

a photograph of Horiba Gas Analyser